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Nelson Mandela Marg, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-l 1O0ZO

NOTICE

FOR ATTENTION OF ALL CURRENT BENEFICIARIES UNDER PMSSS AND

!NSTITUTES CONCERNED

It has been decided by the Ministry of Education, Government of lndia that full

maintenance allowance amount of Rs. 1.00 Lakh may be released to all current

beneficiary students under the Scheme for the academic session 202A-21 as per

guidelines of the Scheme and recommendation of the IMC subject to the following

conditions:

1. Before releasing the maintenance allowance, AICTE has to ensure proper scrutiny

and verification of the requisite documents like continuation certificate in the

presclbed proforma and fulfilment of other requirements, such as promotion to

next class.

2. The institute and the students should ensure uploading of all documents in support

of their academic advancement (marks-sheet) atleast upto the last semester

except the current semester.

3. Accordingly, like in the previous years, monthly Rs. 10,000/- shall be deposited in

the students account subject to continuation in the programme and class

attendance to be given by the institute'

4. Fresh students who have taken admission in the academic year 2O2O-2'1 will be

released maintenance allowance from the date of joining the institute on virtual

mode, at the monthly expenses of Rs' 10,000/-'

Ail current beneficiary students and the institutes are requested not to ask telephonic

inquiry in respect of release of maintenance allowance. All genuine students who meet

the above criteria will be released full amount of maintenance allowance so that there is

no need of repeated queries over the terephone/ emair. Grievance if any shall be posted

onlyontheGrievancePortalofPMSSSofrespectiveyears.-n
This is issued with the approval of competent authority' 
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